
PODCAST CREATION ASSIGNMENT

The final product will be a podcast of your personal playlist at this time.

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
● Short intro music (created using SOUNDTRAP/ or an instrument)
● Short ending music (created using SOUNDTRAP or an instrument)
● 6-10 songs from your personal playlist (ENSURE you can DO THE FOLLOWING for each

song before selecting them):
○ Explain why you like them
○ Provide a short sample (keep them clean please - appropriate for school use) that

you feel BEST represents the song
○ A rough draft of the script you will use prior to recording your podcast (using the

google doc created)
○ A short snip-it (mp3) of the song (to insert into SOUNDTRAP)

● Demonstration of fading/layers etc.

FINAL podcast focused on the music in their PERSONAL playlist between 6-10
songs with description and audio sample, and a unique composition at the
beginning and at the end

STEP 1
● You will need: to pick between 6-10 songs from your personal playlist (song title & the

artist).

STEP 2
● Make some quick notes for each song, talk about what you like about it, how it makes

you feel, when you like to listen to it, what it reminds you of (song title and the
information you’d like to include).  Ensure you show this work.

STEP 3
● On Soundtrap, Create a short piece of music for an introduction. You can use something

that you have been working on or create something new - BUT it needs to be ORIGINAL
MUSIC &, NOT LONGER than 30 sec. With that layer in an introduction for your
podcast, your name, an explanation of why you chose your songs, and a transition into



step 4 recording.

STEP 4
● You need to record your introduction for the song.
● The introduction should contain the song title, who it is by (in case a person wants to

look it up), and a brief explanation of why you chose the song. You may read out of step
2 or just use that as a guideline.

● Pick a track to record your voice on. Select the R in the bottom left corner of the track
box. Make sure the purple line is where you want the voice to START, the recording
software will back it up and countdown from 8 for you. When it gets to zero the line will
turn purple and you will be recording.

● If you don’t like it then you can highlight it and erase it and try again.
● Import an MP3 of the song.
● Cut it down to a small section that you want the audience to hear.
● Repeat this step for each song, individually.

STEP 5
● Outro. Summarize your songs and recap why you picked them, thank your audience, and

outro music.

STEP 6
● Add the teacher as a collaborator if using SOUNDTRAP.
● Hit submit when this is done on Google Classroom.
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